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When do you do your reading?  

There’s nothing better than going 

on holiday and disconnecting from 

the world with a good book!  

Otherwise, audiobooks are great for 

listening while on a walk or drive! 

What is your favourite book ? 

Choosing just a few is a massive challenge! The Great Gatsby was one 

of my 6th form English texts and it was always one that I’d been scared 

of until I read it at school and loved it, it is a truly sublime novel. Kane 

and Abel is an epic novel of enemies and fame, families and fortunes 

and it sparked a love for that kind of story that I still have many years 

after first reading it. Wild Swans is the quintessential novel to get a 

handle on life in 20th Century China, tracing the country’s history 

through the lives of the author, her mother and grandmother and it’s a 

wonderful insight into a different culture and a different time. Terry 

Pratchett and Neil Gaiman are both fantastic authors and I could have 

chosen any one of their many books, so I settled for one of my favour-

ites, which happens to be written by both of them! 

What are you currently reading?  

After traversing the United States over the summer, I’m really enjoy-

ing Neil Gaiman’s American Gods and seeing how it fits in with my 

own experiences of the country. Duncan Weldon’s 200 Years of 

Muddling is thoroughly educational about British economic history! 

Any advice for young people re reading habits?  

Books, in whatever form, whether that be paper, electronic or audio, are great es-

capes from the world and somewhere you can let your imagination roam in different 

places with wonderful characters — take advantage of the opportunities you have to 

read, even if it’s just a little bit a day!  

 

 

Add a picture of you 

reading here please!  


